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Travel to Work Area

London’s workforce lives not 

only in Greater London but 

across the South East region 

and beyond.



In the absence of a 

topographical barrier 

to growth such as a 

body of water or a 

mountain range, 

public policy has 

introduced a Green 

Belt to constrain 

urban sprawl.

The Green Belt 

prevents urban 

sprawl by keeping 

land 

permanently open. 

The essential 

characteristics of 

Green Belt land is its 

openness and 

permanence.

London is a continuously built-up city-

region centred within the Green Belt.



London is part of a much 

bigger region within the 

South East of England.

London’s pop is 8.6 

million, the total South 

East is around 22 million.





London and the South East is the engine of the UK economy

But there is no pan-regional statutory mechanism to plan and co-ordinate 

labour markets and travel to work and the development of homes, jobs, 

transport and social and environmental infrastructure

There have been a number of models:

• Standing Conference on London and South East Regional 

Planning (SERPLAN)

• Regional Development Agencies

The current model relies on a series of fragmented planning authorities 

under a “Duty to Cooperate” and local enterprise districts (LEPs)

London and its city-region: 

no governing mechanism



GLA principal purposes

• Promote economic development and wealth 
creation

• Promote social development

• Promote improvement of the environment



Cross cutting themes

all GLA activities must take account of …. 

• health improvement

• achieving sustainable development

• equality of opportunity

• climate change



The Mayor’s strategies

• The London Plan is the overarching spatial policy 
framework produced by the Mayor

• The London Plan integrates the spatial 
dimensions of a range of statutorily defined 
strategies the Mayor must produced

– on issues such as housing, transport, energy and 
climate change, etc.

• The Mayor has ‘power of general competence’ to do 
anything else within a growing menu of powers



Context: the challenges

• Key challenges:
– A growing and changing population, particularly a growing 

older population and a more ethnically diverse population

– A growing and changing economy

– A divided city: big and rich but also with huge deprivation

– A changing climate

– Delivering infrastructure to support growth

– Addressing the new focus on quality of life



HOW DO WE MAKE LONDON AN EXEMPLARY 
SUSTAINABLE WORLD CITY?

– Economically

– Socially

– Environmentally

The London Plan



The London Plan

• The Mayor’s integrated strategic planning 
document sets out planning policies

• Based on the integration of land-use and 
transport

• Underpinning idea is to co-locate a vastly 
improved and extended transport system with 
high-density, mixed-use and mixed-income 
development

• Development directed mainly to brownfield land 
across London but focused on the East



the Plan’s underlying philosophy:

to seek to accommodate 

growth within the 

capital’s boundaries and 

without intruding on its 

protected green and open 

spaces

The London Plan



What sort of development?



Higher 
density



Mixed use and mixed income



Structural features
Of the London plan



Sub-regions



CAZ, Inner and Outer London



Regeneration areas



Opportunity and Intensification 

Areas



Town centre network



Strategic Industrial Locations



Open space network



Key diagram


